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		Have you ever wanted to know what a person really thinks of you?

		Do you want to learn how to deal with different personality types?

		Are you tired of being made fun of by the first person who passes by because you are unable to read their intentions?

	
		This manual provides a cutting-edge distillation of the techniques developed over the centuries by politicians, advertisers, criminals and other masters of their own universe.  When applied, they can help you analyse anyone. This will allow you to connect with any personality type you want, forging friendships and social bonds that will last a lifetime!

	
		The non-verbal component constitutes over 65% of overall communication.  It is an indispensable skill in any situation or social class.

	
		You will learn how to:

	
		? Interpret the emotional states of the people around us.

		? Express your feelings and ideas more effectively.

		? Understanding the clues offered by choice of words.

		? Avoid misunderstandings.

		? Find out if a person is lying to you.

		? Seduce a person (male and female body language in courtship have unique codes).

		? Demonstrate greater assertiveness when interacting with others.

		? Substantially improve interpersonal relationships

		? Understand the subtle signals you are sending out and increase your emotional intelligence.

	
		You will find shortcuts to connect quickly and deeply with strangers.

	
		As you have probably already experienced in life the risk of misinterpreting the body language of others, or of sending incorrect and incongruent messages, is very high and can cause a lot of misunderstanding. Unlike other books, this manual offers a practical and profound knowledge of non-verbal communication with a modern approach, free from the mania of wanting to ‘scam’ others and interpret everything simplistically.

	
		Hiring the best employee, choosing a business partner or simply choosing a partner for life will be far easier after reading this manual.

	
		Reading people quickly, deciphering body language, detecting lies and understanding human nature is the best gift you can give yourself in order to improve any area of your life. Start reading people like a book today!
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SQL Server 2012 T-SQL Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Recipes Apress)Apress, 2012


	Processing is probably the best-known creative coding environment that helps you bridge the

	gap between programming and art. It enables designers, artists, architects, students, and

	many others, to explore graphics programming and computational art in an easy way, thus

	helping boost creativity.
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Optimal and Robust Control: Advanced Topics with MATLAB®CRC Press, 2012

	
		While there are many books on advanced control for specialists, there are few that present these topics for nonspecialists. Assuming only a basic knowledge of automatic control and signals and systems, Optimal and Robust Control: Advanced Topics with MATLAB® offers a straightforward, self-contained...
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Biology: The Dynamic ScienceCengage Learning, 2011

	Learn how to think and engage like a scientist! BIOLOGY: THE DYNAMIC SCIENCE, Second Edition, provides you with a deep understanding of the core concepts in Biology, building a strong foundation for additional study. In a fresh presentation, the authors explain complex ideas clearly and describe how biologists collect and interpret evidence...
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OpenView Network Node Manager: Designing and Implementing an Enterprise SolutionPrentice Hall, 2000

The only complete, practical guide to HP Network Node Manager! 

HP’s OpenView Network Node Manager (NNM) is the industry’s most powerful platform for enterprise-wide IP network management based on SNMP standards. Now, one of HP’s leading NNM consultants has written the definitive, best-practices guide...
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Managing the Testing ProcessMicrosoft Press, 1999

	Practical ways to run a test operation that’s driven by quality – not crisis.


	The wisdom in this book does not rely on brilliant theories or any Scientific Truth other than what works--on the job, time and time again. In Managing the Testing Process, you’ll examine an integrated approach–-the bricks...
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Ship it! A Practical Guide to Successful Software ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2005
Ship It! is a collection of tips that show the tools and    techniques a successful project team has to use, and how to use them    well. You'll get quick, easy-to-follow advice on modern    practices: which to use, and when they should be applied.  This book    avoids current fashion trends and marketing hype; instead, readers    find...
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